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Dear friends 

Today I would like to share my heart with you.  

I am so grateful for the support you have given 

me and your prayers. 

It has been almost half a year now, but it is still 

hard to come to terms with the fact that Maria is 

no longer with us. 

She has left a big gap here. 

During more than 20 years she was a teacher, a 

sister, a colleague and a precious friend to me.  

I think most of you feel the same. 

We will always think of her and her love will 

always live on in our hearts.  

Our shared grief over the loss of Maria has 

brought us closer together as an association. 

In the Cooperative we still have quite a few 

bureaucratic difficulties to solve. 

Together we can move mountains and I feel very 

strongly the unity among us brothers and 

sisters. 

This is very encouraging. 

Thank you all and may the Lord bless you richly.  

 

With dear greetings 

Boris Michin  

 

 

 

 

Machaseh-Team from Israel 

 

Machaseh Team Retreat at Casa Shalom 

Lena Levin, the founder of Machaseh had been 

connected with Maria Meier Kirsch and Boris 

from Comunita Brezzano for many years and 

always sent people from Israel to Tuscany. In 

early 2022, there were discussions about how 

Israelis could again be blessed in this place. But 

the unexpected death of Maria affected Lena 

personally very deeply. She was in conversation 

with Boris and realized that he needed friends 

and support in his grief. So came the desire to 

do a team retreat with five Machaseh women in 

early July. Lena and Tina already knew Casa 

Shalom but for Alla, Tanya and Feven Tuscany 

was a new discovery. 
 

Boris, Alla, Lena, Tanja und Feven 

 

These six days became a great blessing for the 

whole team. Boris was also happy to show us 

Siena and Florence and on Shabbat he invited 

us all to a great barbecue with Alessandro and 

Daniela. It was unanimously clear to all of us that 

this would be a first visit of many to Brezzano 

and that if possible we would like to allow people 

from Israel to stay here again. We will pray for 

Marias children and Boris and ask God to guide 

and direct Brezzano so that it can again be a 

great blessing for many people from Israel. 
 
Tina Brea/Ben Ari  (Aktion Verzicht)  
for Lena Levin 



It goes on... 

From Switzerland, Werner and I drive to 

Brezzano in mid-June for the 3rd time this year. 

This time with the fully packed VW bus from 

Remo. Half renovation work and half vacation 

time are waiting for us. We also want to spend 

time with Boris, Federica, Alessandro and 

Daniela. There are some things to clarify 

regarding donations and finances related to the 

Cooperative. 

We become really aware of the drought wave 

when we drive from Milan through the Po Valley, 

dust-dry fields, trees with withered leaves, the 

Po a trickle and even otherwise the rivers are 

almost empty. 

As we drive up the gravel road just below Casa 

Shalom in the afternoon, we see a sight. At the 

beginning of the year, the forest was almost cut 

down. Massive logging machines now stand in 

the area. Like matches, the large tree trunks are 

picked up and pushed into a shredding machine 

from where the shredded chips fall into large 

truck containers. What a noise and what a dust! 

For wood chip and pellet stoves, forests are 

cleared all over the region. 

At Casa Shalom we meet Federica, what a joy. 
The previous guests left this morning. Federica is 
responsible, among other things, for the 
preparation of the guest house. Since we will be 
painting and renovating, she doesn't have to do 
much cleaning. 

On the kitchen table is a message from Tina 
Brea. I read that the women's team from 
Machaseh spent a valuable time here. How nice! 
Since mid-April, friends from Israel, Switzerland 
and Germany have been visiting Brezzano 
almost continuously. 



The fully packed VW bus is partially unloaded, in 

the evening Boris comes by. We exchange ideas 

over coffee and mineral water and arrange for 

the next morning. We still have some furniture 

for Boris at Casa Nuova.  

So we start our "working vacations" the next 

morning comfortably with furniture transport to 

Casa Nuova. There Alessandro and Daniela 

welcome us warmly. They immediately help to 

move the furniture into the living area of Boris. 

The assembly of a cupboard takes a little time 

and is loosened up a little by a coffee break. 

 

Back at Shalom, I begin to continue painting the 

bedrooms. In April we freshened up the room 

"Rose e fiori", now three more bedrooms are 

painted and somewhat redesigned. 

 

Since in the meantime most of the big 

cupboards have been replaced by chests of 

drawers, the shed next to the house has filled up 

more and more. Werner clears out everything 

and sorts out (still store / use workshop Boris, or 

in Shalom / waste). 

An old scout tent comes to light. 

Due to the drought everything is quite dry, 

despite everything there is hope for a harvest. 

The terrace is almost completely covered with 

vines and there are a lot of grapes hanging on 

the vines. 

Since the tap water should no longer be used for 

watering plants, Werner activates the small 

spring at the branching footpath towards Casa 

Nuova. Unfortunately, the catch basin is leaking 

and Werner does not manage to seal it with the 

available lime cement. A measurement shows 

that despite the prevailing drought the spring 

pours out about 2'000 lt/day. The use of this 

water for watering the plants is a pending 

project (requires a small pump). During this 

vacation, watering is therefore the early morning 

sport for Werner. 



As an association, it is important to us that Boris 

can also participate in our board meetings. How 

good there are Zoom meetings! So we sit at 

Boris' home at the computer and discuss a few 

points that should be implemented in the near 

future. 

We need a lot of grace to reconcile our culturally 

different approaches. But it is a good school that 

connects us more deeply as an international 

family. With Jesus' help, we can always resolve 

conflicts. 

In conversations with Boris and Federica, we 

always hear news about Italian bureaucratism 

and "officialism". It is really not easy, we are very 

grateful that besides the support of Manuela 

Meier (who has a full job), Federica is a really big 

help for Boris. Boris is the "practical one", he 

likes to leave the form wars to Federica. 

Just one example: since March they have been 

working for the Comune and it would be time for 

the Comune to pay for the services rendered. 

After the first invoice was issued, it was 

discovered that a confirmation from a tax 

authority was still missing, only then could the 

invoice be immediately reissued and would be 

paid immediately. Unfortunately, Ferragosto has 

come in between and the Cooperative is still 

waiting for the money..... 

We are more and more amazed how Maria has 

endured and persevered for years, even 

decades. 

There also goes a big thank you to Corinna from 

the Board for her dedication to the whole 

accounting area. How glad we are that she is 

tackling this challenge with such gusto. We all 

keep at it and don't give up. 

Tensions must be endured where situations are 

not yet resolved. We want to trust together that 

God will guide us safely through this. To do this, 

we grow in love for one another. 

It's simply good to eat together again in 
between. Dear readers, that's why you see 
photos with table fellowship again and again. 

This is how work at Shalom alternates with social 
activities. Even swimming in the sea is not 
neglected. But for us it is too hot (35 - 38 
degrees) to go to Follonica before 5 o'clock in 
the evening. But then there are the famous 

sunsets to photograph. 

 

Heavenly networking 

On another level, we experience how God links 

us in Italy with places of prayer that can have 

meaning for Brezzano. Lia (friend of Maria) 

serves in Caserta near Naples in the "Casa di 

preghiera - HOP Italia". Thanks to Lia's 

translation we were able to exchange with 

Giuseppe Conti from the House of Prayer. 

 



God has humor. He gave another contact 

wonderfully through an unplanned conversation 

at the IWS brunch in May (Israel Works 

Switzerland). Through this I met Bonnie Rose 

from "Casa di Preghiera "Gesù Cristo Speranza 

Italia" in Rome. In conversation with her, it came 

out that Sara, a worshiper from the House of 

Prayer, might know Lia. Lia confirmed it joyfully 

"yes, we know each other very well". What a 

surprise!  

Does God want to set up a "bread house" in 

Brezzano in the spiritual as well as in the 

natural? In any case, we want to take networking 

seriously. Interest for Brezzano came from both 

houses of prayer. We are excited and want to let 

God lead us. Our prayer is that with the help of 

Lia we will find Christians locally and also 

nationally to activate a prayer network. 

In addition, we experience that the international 

connections are growing. As far as friends from 

Israel are concerned, we have already been able 

to host three guests at Casa Shalom this year: 

friends of Boris in June, the Machaseh women's 

team in July, and two pastor couples in 

September. There, too, we are eager to see how 

things develop. 

Heidi und Werner Dallapiazza 

Federica and Boris beautify the fences 

Interview with Federica Trevisan 

How long have you been working at the 
Cooperative? 

I started as a staff member in June 2021. I was 

looking for a job at the time and someone told 

me about Maria and the Cooperative. Since I 

prefer to tackle outdoors rather than work in an 

office, it meant an opportunity for me. During 

that time, my father, with whom I was living, died. 

I made a phone call to Maria and got the job a 

short time later. From the first moment we 

appreciated each other. Once Maria came to 

Gerfalco, we met in the middle of the street. 

Since we both had the same Fiat and the same 

color, we started laughing.  

What do you do at the Cooperative? 

The first thing I want to say is that this is the first 

job where I feel like I'm doing something 

meaningful. I really love this job. We take care of 

landscape work in Montieri, Travale, Gerfalco 

and Boccheggiano. Last year we refurbished 

benches at a playground and wooden fences 

were painted with new paint. This year we are 

painting iron fences. Where necessary, we cut 

the grass. In the fall we help clean the streets 

when the leaves fall from the trees. We take care 

of old things, not throwing them away, but 

renovating them.  

Lately you have also been doing a lot of 
administrative work. Can you say something 
about that? 

Yes, since Maria died, I've been taking care of 

various contracts, and trying to support Boris as 

much as possible in that. Especially working with 

the commercialista is enormously stressful, 

because he is hardly available and he doesn't 

really work for us. We are in talks with a new 

commercialista. 



Would you like to tell us something about your 
biography? 

I started working at the age of 19. I never 

finished my university studies on media and 

psychology because I started working to support 

my mother financially. Psychology has always 

interested me. I have a flair for people with 

problems. That's another reason I like working at 

the Cooperative. I lived in London for four years, 

which is why I speak English so well. I traveled a 

lot, lived in Holland for a year, also near Pisa, 

Verona and Brescia. I had different jobs. Since 

2012 I lived with my father in Gerfalco because I 

wanted to get to know him. In my childhood he 

was mostly away. Unfortunately he became very 

ill and died last year. Recently, I have been 

staying in a house in Lame that belongs to 

people from Basel, and I take care of the 

homestead in Lame. They only come to Lame 

twice a year. 

Besides the Cooperativa, you are involved in the 
Circolo, a meeting place in Gerfalco. How did it 
come about? 

The Circolo was not doing well before. When the 

landlord and landlady left, and they were very 

rude to the guests, nothing worked anymore. 

With four other people, I took the initiative to 

revive the Circolo as a meeting place for lonely 

people in Gerfalco. Since there are hardly any 

volunteers, I have been working at the counter 

almost every afternoon since the beginning, 

taking care of the guests for a contribution 

towards expenses. In the vacation month of 

August, most of the houses in Gerfalco are 

particularly busy. There are many tourists and 

even more to do at the Circolo. We also run a 

small grocery store, especially for the elderly, 

and organize cultural events. I am on the board. 

We started the Circolo in January 2022. Maria 

was and Boris is a member since the beginning. 

But I want to be more involved with the 

Cooperative because I especially love this work. 

Maria has done a lot of work on relations 

between the villages, some of which were at 

odds. I think it's important to continue the work 

that Maria started.  

 

Interview by Corinna with Federica Trevisan 
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WE THANK: 

 for the encouraging cooperation in the board, 

as well as in the Comuntà Brezzano 

 for the cordial cooperation in all complicated 

situations with the authorities 

 for God's protection and preservation in the 

great drought, so that no fires broke out. 

 for all the donations that faithfully come in 

 for God's networking with places of prayer in 

Italy 

 for the friendships and contacts in Israel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WE PRAY: 

 that we do not lose sight of Jesus Christ and 

the Kingdom of God 

 for wisdom for the board to make further 

decisions and clarifications well 

 for continued sufficient finances  

 for regular work assignments for the 

Cooperative and payment from the Comune 

 for new people to join and complement the 

community and the board of directors. 

 To find good solutions to all the administrative 

issues that arise on an ongoing basis. 

 

Without a note, we will use your donation where 

it is needed most. 
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How about reading again the parable of the vine and the branches? John 15 


